
The Obama Puzzle 

 

The October 1, 2011 update of The Obama Timeline brings the page count to just under 

4,000 and the number of references to just under 25,000. After four years and more than 

10,000 hours of research and writing, I could conceivably argue that no one on the planet 

knows more about the current temporary occupant of our Oval Office than me—

excluding, of course, the occupant himself. Yet, despite the thousands of articles and 

dozens of books I have read, the video clips I have viewed, the speeches I have studied, 

and the talking heads that have become the main focus of my Sunday mornings, I still 

cannot say the picture of Barack Hussein Obama Soetoro Obama (BHOSO) is complete. 

 

The Timeline has been an attempt to assemble a giant Obama jigsaw puzzle. Putting 

together a jigsaw puzzle can be a time-consuming process, but it is hardly complicated. 

One dumps the pieces out on the table and props up the box cover as a guide to what the 

finished picture should look like. You then examine each piece and determine its proper 

position within the image. If you temporarily place an unidentifiable piece off to the side, 

you always do so with the confidence that you will later know where to permanently 

place it. 

 

The Obama Puzzle, however, is far more complicated. First, there are an awful lot of 

pieces. (This is not a “Recommended for Ages 5-6” puzzle.) Second, more than one box 

of pieces has been dumped onto the table. There are the pieces from The Obama Puzzle, 

of course. But there are also thousands of pieces from The Media Toady Puzzle, The 

Official Obama-Approved Story Puzzle, The White House Spin Puzzle, The Obot 

Misinformation Puzzle, The Internet Rumor Puzzle, and The GOP and Supreme Court 

Head-in-the-Sand Puzzle. All the pieces of those puzzles have been tossed onto the table 

and mixed together. Many are face down and temporarily hidden from view. Worse yet, 

the boxes are missing—making it impossible to know what the finished puzzle is 

supposed to look like. 

 

Do you see those Larry Sinclair and Donald Young pieces over there? Are they part of 

The Obama Puzzle or The Internet Rumor Puzzle? What about those many William 

Ayers pieces—especially the ghostwriter piece? That piece seems to fit perfectly in The 

Obama Puzzle—but, then again, after a while all the pieces start to look alike. 

 

What about the forged birth certificate pieces? Do they belong to The Obama Puzzle or 

The GOP-Head-in-the-Sand Puzzle? Or are there identical pieces for both of those 

puzzles? There are slum lord pieces, Tony Rezko pieces, foreign financing pieces, 

relinquished law license pieces, bow-to-Saudi-royalty pieces, apology tour pieces, 

partisan politics pieces, mysterious death pieces—enough to make one’s head spin. 

 

There are even several Social Security Number puzzle pieces—when there should be 

only one! 

 

I can’t seem to find any school records pieces or medical records pieces. There are more 

pieces shaped like X than I would have expected, but I am still uncertain as to whether 



they belong in The Obama Puzzle or The Internet Rumor Puzzle. They do, however, 

seem to fit nicely with the Grant Park and Stanley Ann Dunham pieces.  

 

There aren’t many blue sky pieces, but there are certainly a large number of red pieces 

that seem to fit in The Obama Puzzle. In fact, one is shaped exactly like Valerie Jarrett’s 

head. I am certain that piece belongs where I first placed it in 2009—right next to the Van 

Jones, SEIU, Anita Dunn, New Party, Frank Marshall Davis, and Center for American 

Progress pieces. 

 

After four years of working to assemble the darn picture my fingers have been worn to 

the bone—and still The Obama Puzzle has many areas that are incomplete. I can find 

only a few of the passport pieces, for example, and I know there are additional Hawaiian, 

Indonesian, and Afghanistan pieces somewhere. To make matters worse, the pile of 

pieces seems to be growing: just recently I found some Solyndra and Fast and Furious 

pieces I have never seen before. Yes, I think I know where they belong in The Obama 

Puzzle, but it appears as though the final, completed picture will be much larger than I 

anticipated. To paraphrase Chief Brody, “I think I’m gonna need a bigger table.” 

 

Frustrated as I may be, I nevertheless plan on working on the puzzle until it is completed. 

But if someone should run across the original box, I would very much appreciate being 

sent a copy of the cover. 

 

 

 

Don Fredrick 

October 1, 2011 

 

Note: For those who are unfamiliar with The Obama Timeline, it is the most thorough 

compilation of the important events in the life of the presidential usurper whose name 

may or may not be Barack Hussein Obama, Jr. The 638-page Part I of the Timeline was 

published in mid-2009 and is available from Amazon.com and other Internet retailers. 

Part II of the Timeline, which is updated on a daily basis, can be freely read at 

www.colony14.net, along with frequent pro-liberty essays. 

 

 


